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The following manual describes how to use the CoD algorithm. It is possible to run CoD directly through the 

website server. Otherwise, it is possible to download CoD's JAR. CoD's executable JAR can be downloaded 

from different browsers including FireFox version 22 (22.0 and higher), Chrome version 28 (28.0.1500.72 

and higher), Safari version 6 (6.0.2 and higher) and Explorer version 10 (10.0.9200 and higher). Running the 

executable JAR requires the R package 'randomForest'. 

 

General Overview:  

CoD takes the following user inputs (both in the website and in the JAR code): 

1. An 'expression data file', containing the gene expression data where each sample is labeled by one of 

two classes. 

2. Number of trees built during classification by the Random Forest algorithm. 

3. Number of permutations used for the significance analysis. 

In addition, for using the JAR code, you will need two additional inputs: 

4. An example for a shell file, adapted specifically for your cluster. 

5. Number of processes which will be used for the significant analysis. Increasing this number can make 

CoD faster. 

 

CoD's outputs:  

1. An output file containing the generalization error.  

2. An output file containing all cell types predicted quantities sorted in an increasing order based on their 
final q-value scores.  

 

Preparing an input expression data file.  
There are several requirements for the expression data file:  

1. The file should be tab-delimited.  

2. Each row represents an expression of a gene, and each column represents the sample from which the 

measurement was taken. 

3. The first row contains the names of samples and the first column includes the gene names.  

4. The second row contains the values "Yes" or "No", corresponding with the label of each sample for 

the classification progress. 

5. The names of each sample and each gene should be unique. 

6. The gene names should be in mouse syntax.  

7. There should be no missing data.  

8. The data should be provided after a log2 transformation.  

An example expression data file is provided here.  

 

Output files format 
1. <run name>_OOBError.txt – The file contains the generalization error.  

2. <run name>_HeatMap.txt - A tab-delimited file where the first column provides the cell type names, 

the second column provides the cell importance scores for each cell type, and the third column 

provides the q-values. Column 4 and above provide the samples, where each entry includes the 

predicted cell quantity of a certain cell type (row) in a certain sample (column).  

An example heatmap file is provided here.  

 

 

Running CoD within the website server:  
1. After uploading an expression data file and selecting input parameters, clicking the "Run" button will 

operate the CoD algorithm. 

2. An example run can be performed by clicking the "load an example" button and then "Run". 

 

Running CoD using the CoD.jar code: 

The algorithm is also provided as a JAR file. The jar version of CoD requires a queue in order to run. The 

command-line:  

java –jar CoD.jar <run name> <input expression data file> <parameter file>. 

The algorithm will create a new directory called <run name> inside the CoD's main directory and place the 

result files there.  

 

JAR unique input parameters: 

<run name>: Any string. All the files created by CoD during it process will include this name. 

http://csgi.tau.ac.il/CoD/DataFiles/ExampleInputFile.txt
http://csgi.tau.ac.il/CoD/DataFiles/ExampleHeatMapFile.txt
http://csgi.tau.ac.il/CoD/sourceCode/CoDLocal.rar


< input expression data file>: An 'expression data file', containing the gene expression data where each sample 

is labeled by one of two classes. 

<parameter file>: Optional (default: <CoD's main directory>/parameters.txt>.) The parameter file has to be 

adjusted to the cluster it is being operated on. This text file contains: 

1. Number of trees built during classification by the Random Forest algorithm (default: 1000). 

2. Number of permutations used for the significance analysis (default: 100). 

3. Number of processes which will be used for the significant analysis. Increasing this number can make 

CoD faster (default: 100). 

4. Shell file format specific for the operated cluster. This format should be modified according to the 

specific properties of the operating cluster with the exception of 3 tags which should remain 

untouched and will be added automatically by the application: 

a. <Job name>: The name given for each job. 

b. <Error File>: The location of the job's error file. 

c. <Output File>: The location of the job's output file. 

For example, you may use the example file as follows:  

java -jar CoD.jar test <CoD's main directory>/ExampleInputFile.txt <CoD's main directory>/parameters.txt 

Notably, when running the above example, "ExampleInputFile.txt", "parameters.txt" and all the CoD's 

additional files should be located at the same folder. 

 


